
OBJECTIVE OF ONLINE INVENTORY SYSTEMS

Companies track inventory in many ways, from spreadsheets to large-scale computer databases. The goal of inventory
control is to manage costs, increase.

Share on Facebook When a business carries more inventory than it can sell in the short term, it loses money on
warehousing and other costs. Carrying cost It is the of holding a unit of inventory. Tracking inventory and
moving it efficiently also means that units don't end up lost, hidden or stolen without the company's
knowledge. The purpose of a sales and inventory system is to make sure the company always has the right
amount of inventory. Re-order quantity Re-order quantity is the quantity of material that is purchase each
time. Multiple inventory transactions are processed at one time by procedure IM Probationary motive: due to
different reasons delay in inventory supply might take place. The re-order quantity can be calculated as under.
Provide source document control over stock transactions entered into the computer by establishing batch
numbers. To accept or reject the offer of discount, the total costs under eoq and offer are calculated. The over
and under stock of inventory might create the requirements of different types of inventory, period of stock and
cost associated on it. He has been a college marketing professor since  Minimize Wastes and Losses An
objective could be to conduct quality control to prevent losses and wastes by manually tracking all items in
inventory. Avoiding Stock-Outs and Lost Sales Making sure that your customers can buy your products when
they need or want to underlies one of the greatest reasons for inventory control. Change is fashion and habit:
possibility of change in fashion and habit, which may necessitate changes in the requirement of materials,
should also be considered. Lead time: it is a time lag between the points of placing an order and receiving the
material. Discount and economic order quantity Sometimes, the suppliers offer certain discount if the purchase
are made in large quantity. Reducing Excess Inventory Costs A company's optimized inventory level walks a
fine line between too much and too little. Methods for Tracking Inventory Systems As an objective of
inventory control and part of a company's goal to record inventory costs correctly, various methods exist for
tracking inventory units to help with properly accounting for them and for determining how to store them as
well. Customer service is a company's ability to satisfy the needs of its customers. It is also called as
'maximum limit' or maximum stock'. The Inventory Management System monitors the status of all items in an
inventory, as well as product movements into and out of the inventory. Sales and inventory software systems
track what customers buy and when they buy it to predict what customers are most likely to do at different
times of the year. This inventory management objective allows the user to define multiple Item-Group codes
as necessary. The following points should be considered to determine the minimum stock level: a. Since, the
carrying cost is a per unit cost, the higher stocking of inventories results in higher carrying cost and vice versa.
Working capital: sufficient amount of working capital should be kept for maintaining the maximum level of
stock. Minimum quantity of the item to be maintained. Automatically update the Order-Status code as various
IM procedures are completed to reflect the current status of each sales order. The goal of inventory control is
to track and manage inventory items to highlight slow-selling items, customer favorites, seasonal products,
and items that are vulnerable to theft. It is also an important objective of holding the inventory to take
precaution from the above. Cost of inspection for materials control c. Cost of staff associated with the
purchasing department.


